1 Bedroom (Large) 679 sqft.

1 Bedroom (Medium) 534 sqft.

1 Bedroom (Small) 501 sqft.

1 Bedroom (Small) 486 sqft.

1 Bedroom (Small) 503 sqft.

1 Bedroom 528 sqft.

2 Bedroom 797 sqft.

2 Bedroom 728 sqft.

2 Bedroom 667 sqft.

2 Bedroom 667 sqft.

2 Bedroom 797 sqft.

*Lounge

*Lobby

*Mailboxes

*LEGEND

*1 Bedroom Apartment

*2 Bedroom Shared Apartment

*1 Bedroom Family Apartment

*2 Bedroom Family Apartment

*2 Bedroom Faculty Apartment

*Room dimensions are approximate
1 Bedroom Apartment

*Room dimensions are approximate

1 Bedroom (Large) 679 sqft.
1 Bedroom (Medium) 534 sqft.
1 Bedroom (Small) 486 sqft.
1 Bedroom (Medium) 542 sqft.
1 Bedroom (Small) 501 sqft.

2 Bedroom Apartment

2 Bedroom (Large) 753 sqft.
2 Bedroom (Medium) 692 sqft.
2 Bedroom (Large) 736 sqft.
2 Bedroom (Large) 728 sqft.
2 Bedroom (Medium) 667 sqft.
2 Bedroom (Large) 797 sqft.
2 Bedroom (Medium) 667 sqft.

2 Bedroom Family Apartment

2 Bedroom Family Apartment

2 Bedroom Family Apartment

2 Bedroom Family Apartment

*Room dimensions are approximate
**LEGEND**

- 3 Bedroom Shared Apartment
- 2 Bedroom Shared Apartment
- 1 Bedroom Family Apartment
- 2 Bedroom Family Apartment

*Room dimensions are approximate*
LEGEND

- **Red** 3 Bedroom Shared Apartment
- **Yellow** 2 Bedroom Shared Apartment
- **Orange** 1 Bedroom Family Apartment
- **Pink** 2 Bedroom Family Apartment

*Room dimensions are approximate*
3 Bedroom Faculty Apartment
1 Bedroom Apartment
121st Street

*Room dimensions are approximate

Bancroft
Eighth Floor